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News clip
BBC Radio Lincolnshire.

Well let’s just get more details about one of the train incidents.  British Transport Police say the incident happened near Sykes Lane about half a mile the Lincoln side of Saxilby Station…

Waite
Late afternoon on Tuesday December the fourth last year, and on BBC Radio Lincolnshire news is breaking of an accident on the railway. 

News clip
I can still see a train on the track just parallel to Sykes Lane here, I presume that that is the train that was involved in that incident, as I say I’m not sure at the moment, but there is still a train on the track here.

Waite
By nightfall it’s confirmed just how serious it is. What should have been a straightforward job for a railway maintenance gang has ended in tragedy. 

News clip
And with the latest news here’s Lisa Teenby.  

Good evening.  Our top story tonight:  A track worker has been killed after being struck by a train on a railway line in Lincolnshire….

The incident involved the 11:19 Scunthorpe to Lincoln service.  The Rail Accident and Investigation branch has been informed…

Waite
The young man who lost his life was 26-year-old Scott Dobson. Safety rules weren’t properly followed that afternoon and today on Face the Facts we reveal how the contractor, now under investigation over Scott’s death, has a history of breaking them. How three years ago it was warned by the regulator to change its ways. But with that same regulator proposing extra cuts of £2 billion to Network Rail, we’ll hear how safety concerns are growing among workers that their lives may be put literally on the line as, says his mother, was Scott Dobson’s.

Angela
Cost cutting doesn’t save lives.  They’ve got to learn by this and they’ve got to rectify all the safety measures and it can’t happen to anybody else.

Waite
Today railway workers describe life inside the contractors doing business for Network Rail. The UK railway is now one of the safest in the world but over the last year standards for workers on the track have fallen. Workers we’ve met reveal how they’re expected to work without rest breaks, to ignore rules on shift length, why they don’t report safety incidents for fear of being blacklisted by the labour agencies on which they depend for work. In short how a culture of rule breaking and corner cutting has been creeping into the industry.

Rail worker
Corner cutting goes on all the time.  The contractor wants the work done by any means, so you leave home – you’re thinking I hope this isn’t a stupid job, you go with a heavy heart and it’s – and that’s not just being soppy, that is true – you leave home thinking I hope I come back.

Angela
Scott was very outgoing, very sporty, always on the go, liked a bet, liked a pint.  His love really was horseracing…

Waite
And he was very popular wasn’t he?

Angela
Extremely, extremely, hence why there were so many people really at the funeral.

Waite
Angela Rooth talking about her son.  Scott Dobson’s role  – like most contract workers on the railways, the ones in orange jackets we occasionally glimpse out of the carriage – was to do a variety of repairs and maintenance - replacing sleepers, laying track, digging cable ducts, shoring up embankments. Working all night on occasions, and in all weathers, new recruits can expect a starting salary of around £12,000, when – like Scott – they’ve finished their induction. 

Angela
This training programme lasted 12 weeks, which he didn’t get paid in them 12 weeks but at the end, if they finished the course, they actually got £100.  Then obviously they had their contacts to go to different companies, hence Sky Blue.

Waite
Sky Blue is a recruitment agency owned by Carillion plc. With an annual revenue of nearly four and a half billion pounds, Carillion’s remit runs far wider than the railways. It’s built skyscrapers in Abu Dhabi, constructed part of the Olympic park, as well as managing facilities for the NHS and the Ministry of Defence. Its labour agency Sky Blue is one of dozens around the country which specialise in supplying the rail industry with track workers. Few though are as successful as Carillion’s Sky Blue. Set up in 2001, today it has an annual turnover in excess of £100 million. 

Clip – Sky Blue video
Health and safety is key to all our clients, it’s key to ourselves.  We need to make sure that when our workers go to work they come home safe.

Waite
And as this corporate video posted on the internet demonstrates, Sky Blue boasts of its rigorous adherence to official safety benchmarks. 

Clip – Sky Blue video
Health and safety is essential to everything we do and it’s at the heart of everything we do.  Our system complies with three management standards – Quality Assurance 9001/2000; our Health and Safety 18001 and Environmental 14001.  All of these practices show that we take health and safety seriously and we don’t pay it lip service.

Waite
Signing up with a labour agency like Sky Blue is now the only means of employment for many railway workers. Network Rail does have a permanent staff – around 10,000 – who carry out what they term “maintenance” work – checking the track and making repairs on a daily basis. Far more, though – around 90,000 – work for the private contractors that Network Rail uses to carry out the bigger and longer-term improvements to the railway – the so called “renewal work”. The replacement of long stretches of track, new signalling systems, new bridges. Contracts worth £4.4 billion last year. So as not to inconvenience the travelling public, however, this type of work has to be completed in short bursts when trains can be kept off the tracks, and so the contractors have come to rely on labour agencies to supply them with manpower on an ad hoc basis. 

David Bishop is a former executive of Arriva trains and now heads the rail division at Lloyds Register. 

Bishop
During the week the gap from the last train to the first train doesn’t leave enough time to renew the railway. Plenty of time to go on and maintain the railway but if you’re digging out a track and putting a new one in you need at least eight hours on the track usually. You can’t do that on a mid-week night.  So the work tends to be done Saturday night through to Sunday lunchtime in blocks of sort of 12-15 hours.  Where you’re trying to employ people to work just 15 hours a week you simply can’t have a full-time workforce.

Waite
The Sky Blue labour agency – for which Scott Thompson worked - has branches all over the country. He signed up with his local one in Doncaster. Having passed the obligatory exam on track safety, Scott, like most contract workers his mother Angela told me, would travel to different sites – to increase his working hours and thereby his wages. 

Angela
Days off were very, very rare.  I think he used to work 13 days and then he would have to have a day off.  He was a grafter, working with machinery, shovelling ballast and he was always there willing to help everybody.

Waite
So, in addition to working on big railway renewal sites at weekends, Scott supplemented his income by working on smaller engineering jobs during the week for a number of different contractors. Jobs that can be more hazardous as, unlike at the weekend when lines can be closed, weekday working has to fit around trains that are already timetabled to run. David Bishop again:

Bishop
That used to be known as Red Zone working because obviously it’s quite a dangerous thing to do – go on the track while there’s passenger trains passing at 100-125 miles an hour.  That is discouraged as much as possible.  You have an opportunity on weekday nights, while there are no timetabled trains, that window of opportunity tends to be on busy lines as little as three or four hours sometimes and that’s why renewal tends to be done in big jobs at the weekend.

Waite
So if the window of opportunity to accomplish a job is short, as little as three hours you were just saying, there’s surely pressure for the contractor to get the job done on time?

Bishop
Huge pressure, it’s very, very important.  Uniquely Network Rail has a contract with the train operators which requires it to pay damages if the line isn’t available for the trains to run during the timetable period, so that the whole industry is very much focused on engineering work finishing on time and the trains running again.

Waite
Despite those pressures, weekday engineering work is not unusual but contractors are subject to a strict set of rules. Work must be planned well in advance and comply with standards set by the Railway Safety and Standards Board. And on the day itself, a member of the work gang is put in charge of monitoring safety. This Controller of Site Safety or COSS, is better paid and needs to have taken additional training. Scott Dobson had qualified as a COSS, and it was in that role that he was working that December morning last year when Sky Blue dispatched him to a stretch of railway in Saxilby. 

Angela
He drove from his house to the yard and then they all got a minibus to Saxilby.  On the morning they’d done a twist fault on the rail, which was planned, and then they’ve gone further up the line.

Waite
At 1.45pm trains were to be blocked from running on the gang’s side of the line, though they were allowed to continue on the track adjacent to where the men were working - using vibrating hammers and shovels to repair some sleepers.

Angela
And all we know is that the train’s come and has struck Scott on the back of his head and he just… he died instantly.

Waite
Exactly what caused the accident is still the subject of a major investigation. 

Angela
The first news that I heard was a telephone conversation with one of Scott’s best friends and he was crying on the phone and I just said – What’s wrong?  And he went – I really can’t say, I think Scott’s been hit by a train.  I was numb.  So I immediately rang my daughter-in-law and she just said that we’re two minutes away.  And as she got out of the car, I’d gone out and I just said – Is it – It’s not true?  And they said that, yes, it was true.

Waite
We’ve seen an internal Network Rail briefing on the early indications of what went wrong at Saxilby and already it’s clear there are corporate failings. The job had not been properly planned for the men and their instructions had been delivered late. There’s also the suggestion that Scott Dobson was overloaded with responsibilities.

Not for the first time does contractor Carillion stand accused following a fatal accident on the railway. In 2006 Network Rail suspended Carillion from bidding for new contracts altogether over concerns at its safety record. The ban was subsequently lifted.

But in the last five years Carillion has faced a series of prosecutions. 

Read
March 2013: Network Rail and Carillion fined £312,000 for causing death of rail worker.

Carillion pleaded guilty to breaches of health and safety law after a worker was crushed to death by a faulty machine in Stafford.  

Read
October 2009: Network Rail and Carillion fined £1 million after workers killed 

Another health and safety prosecution, this time after two workers were hit by a rail maintenance vehicle.

And it’s not just Carillion’s rail division that has been prosecuted.

Read
June 2011: Carillion and subcontractor fined £200,000 over road incident.

That penalty was imposed for failings at Carillion Highway Maintenance after a worker was killed on the M25. 

Read
November 2012: Carillion Construction fined £130,000.

A prosecution by the Health and Safety Executive following a scaffolder’s fatal fall on a Carillion construction site in Swansea.

These are all safety breaches for which Carillion has been prosecuted.

However, Face the Facts has found evidence that over the last four years the company has also been formally warned on multiple occasions about other safety failings, specifically poor working practices at Sky Blue, including at the Doncaster office where Scott Dobson was signed on at the time of death. 

Read
Rail Accident Investigation Branch Report into incident at Dalston Junction 

In March 2009 a track worker acting as a lookout for his gang was struck on the head by a train. Because it was travelling slowly and he was wearing protective headgear, the man escaped with minor injuries. 

Carillion was the contractor and its labour agency Sky Blue the supplier of workers. The official investigation found that – in addition to “inadequate and hasty planning” which were “an example of deficiencies in Carillion’s safety management system” - a key reason for the accident was that the track workers were unfamiliar with the layout of the track. Hardly surprising, because as the investigation revealed, Sky Blue had manned the site in north-east London with staff sourced from Yorkshire and the West Midlands and who had been picked up at regional offices early that morning. 

Concern had been raised that the men were at risk of fatigue and Sky Blue promised action.

But then this in May 2010:

Read
I, John James Cullen, one of Her Majesty's Inspectors of Railways, hereby give you notice that I am of the opinion that you, Sky Blue, have failed to ensure that staff… do not … become so fatigued that their own safety or of others could be significantly affected. 

We’ve obtained the accompanying letter that Sky Blue received with that official warning from the Office of Rail Regulation. The inspector’s concerns followed a visit to Sky Blue workers at a site at Luton Station where he found clear evidence that rules were being broken.

Read
On inspection of the signing in book in the site cabin it was evident that staff from the Sky Blue agency were travelling regularly from Doncaster which is over two hours’ drive from the site and working shifts of up to 12 hours. This results in a working day of over 16 hours which in some instances was repeated for several days.

Network Rail insists that contractors adhere to a maximum combined work and travel time of 14 hours because of a history in the industry of fatigue related fatalities, both at work and in car accidents travelling home. But Sky Blue workers on the site in Luton told the inspector that breaches of the rule were not unusual. On occasion Sky Blue had offered them a local hotel but their pay would be docked if they accepted.

Again Sky Blue promised action. But then, two years later, Angela Rooth says those breaches of safety rules by Sky Blue were still occurring, and her son Scott Dobson was telling her about them less than 48 hours before he was killed. 

Angela
On the Sunday, on the stretch that the accident had happened, they were doing a job which needed to be finished and he worked 18 hours solid.  So like Scott would normally do, you know, we crack on and we get it done, the quicker we get it done we can get off.  And I spoke to the managers of Sky Blue about this, the pressures on the guys are horrendous, as in if he didn’t work a particular day, that he wanted that day off, he was put under the pressure that right well if you don’t work these hours, this particular day, you’re not going to work for another week or a fortnight because he didn’t do what they wanted him to do.  And it’s not just Scott that wouldn’t work, it would be Scott’s gang.

Waite
It sounds like punished really, if he didn’t.

Angela
It is yeah, yeah.

Waite
And that was common practice?

Angela
That was common practice and you speak to any of – any of the lads who works in the industry and that is the way that it is.

Waite
How much notice would Scott be given about a shift that was coming up?

Angela
It could be within a couple of hours.  There was a job and he went miles and miles away – it was like the other end of the country, wasn’t it?  I’d said to him what on earth are you doing that for, why are you going such a distance?  And he said because it’s work.

Waite
We were very keen to speak to the Chief Executive of Carillion about these breaches of safety rules at its labour agency Sky Blue, but he was not prepared to make himself available for interview. Instead, in a statement Carillion told us:


Carillion statement
Scott Dobson’s death was a terrible tragedy and we recognise that these are very difficult times for his family. 

There are often many different factors which contribute to an accident whether directly or indirectly. It would be wrong to speculate at this stage whether fatigue had any part in the accident. 

We can assure you that Carillion takes the issue of shift patterns very seriously. Considerable care is taken to properly authorise any extension to normal working hours and to ensure adequate rest periods. In 2010 Sky Blue developed a robust action plan for fatigue management and introduced additional controls which complied fully with the requirements of the regulator. We take health and safety extremely seriously and today we have one of the strongest safety records in the industry.

We continue to cooperate fully with the investigations by the authorities and it is not appropriate for us to comment further.

Waite
Directors of Network Rail - in minutes of recent board meetings we’ve seen – have called the death of Scott Dobson a watershed, such is the concern that the issues it raises might represent an industry wide malaise.  A concern that appears well placed, because our own investigation has revealed that unsafe work practices are happening around the country on sites with manpower supplied by a number of other labour agencies and contractors. Take the case of this experienced track worker we met last week, whose words are spoken by an actor.

Rail worker
You might get the line shut for four hours overnight but you have to get things set up and then you’re looking at two hours to do the work and it’s rush, rush, rush and safety is out of the window, it’s absolutely out the window.  So rules are broken.  They haven’t got a ticket for using a steel saw to cut rail, so they say you can do it, you’ve seen how it’s used, you know how to start it, so go on use it.

Waite
How widespread is this feeling that you have that you are uneasy about these safety issues, do you think most people are worried?

Rail worker
Yeah, quite a lot of people are worried about it. There’s concern but they’re frightened, they’re frightened of being blacklisted.  And it does go on – don’t have him he’s trouble.  But you’re not trouble, just don’t want anyone to get hurt.  There was one fellow I saw he turned round and said – This isn’t right, this ain’t safe – and he was told – If you don’t do it I’ve got 30 people waiting who will do it.  And he said – Well best you get one of them because I’m not doing it.  So it was right you’re not wanted.

Waite
Fear of recrimination for speaking out on safety incidents has been reported by the Rail Accident Investigation Branch. It was cited as a factor in an incident involving Sky Blue workers and a runaway maintenance trolley in Larkhall in 2005. Network Rail is now running a “Speak Up” campaign to encourage whistle-blowers.

The next track worker we met is signed on with a labour agency at the opposite end of the country. Like Scott Dobson, he is a Controller of Site Safety - a COSS - and says that the late delivery of the plans that are essential to him doing his job safely - now considered a factor in the Saxilby accident - is commonplace. Again the voice is an actor’s.   

Rail worker
I could get a phone call in the morning or a text – COSS shift required in such and such a place – and then you say okay yeah I’ll do it but you don’t know what job you’re doing when you go there.  And you arrive on site, you get your safe system of work pack, which you should get the shift before – well let’s say if you’re starting at 1200 and you get that at 1100 then it’s the shift before you starting work but you used to get it a whole shift before or a weekend before, before you were going to go to work, not when you get on site, as you walk in on site on midnight, not knowing where you’re working in the pitch black.

Waite
But raise your concerns, and you can be blacklisted by a contractor – as happened to him only last month.  

Rail worker
Well I was given a job to do and the paperwork wasn’t correct and I was told to adapt.  I said what do you mean adapt and the on call manager said – Adapt the situations where you might not have the paperwork but you just still do the job.  I, myself, wasn’t paid for the shift and I’ll now no longer work that company again.

Waite
Now when you talk about not the correct paperwork I mean how nit-picking are you being, how essential was this paperwork?

Rail worker
The paperwork was very essential.  If you need a permit to dig then you need a permit to dig.  You can’t have a permit to do something else and say you’ll use that, work is supposed to be planned.  A supervisor from the contractor is supposed to be there with you – you’ve got cables underground, if you hit a cable somebody could get seriously, seriously injured.

Waite
Is this the first time this has happened to you?

Rail worker
I’d say it’s the first time it’s happened to me but the most worrying thing I would say is that the supervisor got a call and he told the lads – You should have called me and I would have come and done the job.  So that means they would have gone ahead with the job if they’d phoned the supervisor, even though they hadn’t planned it properly.

Waite
How could that have happened?

Rail worker
He would have just gone there with the paperwork hoping nobody comes out and checks it.

Waite
And what do you think of that?

Rail worker
I think it’s disgusting, considering that we’re always told that if you don’t have the right paperwork don’t do the job.

Booth
This is scandalous.

Waite
Richard Booth, Emeritus Professor at Aston University, has acted as an expert witness in many prosecutions, including working on the inquest into the Potter’s Bar train crash in which seven people lost their lives. Ad hoc hiring, last minute planning, over-long working – safety is bound to be compromised, he says, when a workforce is casualized with contractors and sub-contractors and the men coming from a host of different labour agencies.

Booth
The research evidence is clear – the more links there are, the more people supplying labour, people preparing the plan of work, planning schedules then there are more problems.  And of course what is the crucial thing?  The crucial thing is to get the work done to time.  So contractors are between a rock and a hard place.  And that means the people at the sharp end are even more so.

Waite
A view shared by Mick Cash, senior assistant general secretary of the rail union the RMT.

Cash
We’ve seen a growing trend around accidents to workers, problems about people being afraid to speak out.  Our members are doing long hours, travelling to and from work sites. Casualization is not conducive to a safe railway.

Waite
And that’s not just what the unions are saying but the Office of Rail Regulation, the regulator, where Ian Prosser is Director of Railway Safety. 

Prosser
Casual labour is not the way to actually go to achieve efficiencies that we are looking for from Network Rail.  Our view is that that will be best done if they have better contractual arrangements with their supply chain and they plan all their work better than they do today. 

Waite
If this happens, you seem to be suggesting you’d like to see a change in these contractual arrangements, if this happens up will go costs and yet you’re in the business of cuts of £2 billion to Network Rail.

Prosser
I think it’s the opposite – you actually get greater productivity if you actually have a better trained, better skilled workforce that is much more used to doing the day – the job that they do day in day out.  And you can see in other railways how this improves efficiency and safety together.

Waite
But you are prepared to take action if it doesn’t happen?

Prosser
I am definitely prepared to take action.  And Network Rail are very aware that them and their contractors have got to do much better in this area and it’s the one key area of worker safety we still need to significantly improve in this industry.

Waite
So is casualization going to end?  A point I put to Gareth Llewellyn, safety director at Network Rail.

Llewellyn
There’s no doubt that there are some unusual practices but we are absolutely committed to tackling all of them which I think will result in quite some significant change.  But the key thing for us is having the flexibility to cope with the peaks in the workloads that we have because we have to operate an operational railway on a daily basis.

Waite
But at the moment there’s something like, isn’t there, 90-100,000 of these casual labourers, what will that figure go down to?

Llewellyn
Well we’re not working on the precise numbers, what we’re trying to do is to ensure that all the safety critical roles that we have in our industry are not provided through the contingent labour or the casual labour market.  We’ve made it quite clear now that the safety critical roles in future will only be provided by Network Rail or staffed directly and appointed by our principal contractors and no further down the supply chain.

Waite
And what about labour agencies like Sky Blue and contractor Carillion that we’ve heard about on the programme?

Llewellyn
Well we work very closely with all our principal contractors to ensure that their safety performance is as high as it can possibly be and indeed we have removed principal contractors from work in the past…

Waite
Isn’t it time to remove another one?

Llewellyn
Well I think one of the concerns that we have of course is over the ability of our principal contractors to meet their legal obligations.  We look to the rail regulator to undertake the enforcement where necessary.  When the investigation report comes out into the incident – the tragic incident in which Scott Dobson was killed we will decide what action we take.

Waite
So a commitment from Network Rail to at least scale back the use of temporary labour.  Meanwhile, it continues its mission to maintain and improve the railway, awarding contracts for new projects, only this month £122 million for work in West London on the new Cross Rail link due to be completed by 2017.  And the winning bidder? Carillion. 


